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The methods of measurement of spatially resolved diffusion for probing translational motions), velocity and self-dif
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re,
oefficients using radiofrequency field gradient (E. Mischler et
l., J. Magn. Reson. B 106, 32, 1995; R. Kimmich et al., J. Magn.
eson. A 112, 7, 1995) produce 1D profiles whose amplitude is
ot only a function of the local self-diffusion coefficient but also

s modulated by cosine functions of spatial coordinates. Due to
his modulation diffusion-weighted images cannot be obtained
nless cumbersome data processing is used. Here, we present a
ew sequence which avoids this modulation and yields in a
traightforward manner true self-diffusion coefficient maps;
his is in contrast with conventional methods which use static
eld gradients and which are therefore altered by background
radients. The feasibility and the reliability of the method are
emonstrated with phantoms; it is also applied to different
ystems of interest such as solvent swelled rubber, membranes,
nd plants. © 1999 Academic Press

Key Words: NMR microscopy; diffusion map; radiofrequency
eld gradients.

INTRODUCTION

Diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging
roved to be a powerful tool in the biomedical field
haracterizing biological tissues and, in particular, is e
ially well suited for early detection of cerebral ischem
1– 4). In addition, owing to its ability to provide spatial
ocalized velocity and self-diffusion coefficients, this im
ng technique is also of considerable interest in the nonm
cal sciences including material science, food technol
uid dynamics, and biotechnology (5– 8). Applied at high
patial resolution this method is termed dynamic N
icroscopy (9). The basic principle relies on a combinat
f k-space andq-space imaging. Usually this is perform
ith static field gradients (B0 gradients) incorporating
ulsed field gradient spin echo sequence into the con

ional imaging experiment. From a series of images in w
is incremented (by successively stepping the gradient

1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. Current address:
MR 9992, CNRS 1 Universite´ H. Poincare´, Nancy I, 405, rue de Vandoeuv
4600 Villers-lès-Nancy, France.
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ion maps can be obtained (9, 10). In fact, for most system
f interest such as porous media and biological syst
nly apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) maps can b
btained. The origins of this limitation are fourfold:

nteraction between imaging and diffusion gradie
11, 12), (ii) presence of background (or internal) gradie
ppearing at boundaries between regions of different m
etic susceptibility (13, 14), (iii) restricted diffusion, an
iv) presence of different populations differing by th
iffusion coefficients and relaxation times (4). Points (ii)
nd (iii) can be a very interesting source of informat
bout the heterogeneous nature of materials under inv
ation (4, 15, 16). However, in order to accurately analy
iffusion measurements, it is mandatory to identify the
ffects separately. Numerous methods (12, 17–21) have
een proposed for partially mitigating the harmful effect

eatures (i) and (ii) on the ADC determination. They requ
ery strong gradients (22, 23) or sophisticated experimen
echniques (16). The efficiency of these methods stron
epends on the strength and nonuniformity of backgro
radients, on diffusion times, on the diffusion coeffici
alues, and on the size of regions possessing diffe
agnetic susceptibility (13). To avoid the problems relate

o background gradients, an alternative of choice is to
adiofrequency (RF) field gradients (B1 gradients). Indeed
t is known that this technique is insensitive to magn
usceptibility differences within the object under invest
ion (24). In addition, in our previous work (25–27) we have
hown that methodologies based onB1 gradients also enab
ne to determine spatially resolved diffusion coefficie
immich and co-workers (28, 29) have obtained simila

esults with the magnetization grid rotating frame imag
xperiment. The method encodes translational diffusion

ecting longitudinal magnetization with twoB1 gradien
ulses of durationd separated by an evolution intervalD
first part of the sequence shown in Fig. 1). At the end of
equence, taking into account the phase cycle, only tz
omponent of nuclear magnetization is not zero and
ntensity at a locationX (if the X axis corresponds to theB1

PE,
1090-7807/99 $30.00
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8 VALTIER, HUMBERT, AND CANET
radient direction), in the case of unrestricted diffusion
iven by (26)

mz 5 m0~1 2 exp~2D/T1!!cos~gg1dX!

1 m0exp~2D/T1!cos2~gg1dX!exp~2g 2g1
2d 2DD!,

[1]

herem0, D, T1, g1, andg denote the equilibrium magne
ation, the diffusion coefficient, the longitudinal relaxat
ime, the B1 gradient strength, and the gyromagnetic ra
espectively. Thez magnetization exists in the form of a g
hich can then be visualized by rapid rotating frame ima

second part of the sequence shown in Fig. 1). Data obt
or a series of experiments carried out with different value

can be fitted according to Eq. [1] so as to provideT1 andD
s a function of spatial coordinates.
However, this method presents a drawback in the sens

t precludes us from directly obtaining a diffusion-weigh
mage anda fortiori a diffusion map because of the spa

odulation appearing in Eq. [1]. When only the global di
ion coefficient measurement is concerned, this modulatio
n principle, canceled since, for sufficiently long gradi
ulses, the ensemble averages (over the sample) of cos(gg1dX)
nd cos2(gg1dX) are 0 and1

2, respectively. However, this is n
lways verified experimentally (especially in the case of s
nd/or heterogeneous samples, of weak diffusion coeffic
nd/or of very short relaxation times) and this feature is p

o affect the quality of global diffusion coefficient measu
ent (30). We have shown that, in these cases, a pos

emedy is to annihilate the squared cosine modulation
ombining it with a squared sine modulation; this is achie
y inserting appropriate homogeneousp/2 pulses in the bas
iffusion sequence. In this paper we extend this method

FIG. 1. The basic sequence and the associated phase cycling for de
diffusion contrast period), with twoB1 gradient pulses (hatched rectangl
ecrease of longitudinal magnetization according to translational diffusi
otating frame imaging which consists of applying a train ofB1 gradient pulse
ulses. The data set constitutes apseudo-fidwhose Fourier transform provide
s

,

g
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he objective to directly obtain diffusion-weighted images
iffusion coefficient maps as this is currently done in conv

ional imaging withB0 gradients. This method should not
onsidered simply as an alternative, as it offers, in additio
remarkable experimental simplicity, the decisive advan

f being totally insensitive to background gradients.

PULSE SEQUENCE DESIGN

asic Sequence

Figure 2 shows the pulse sequence designed to pr
iffusion-weighted images by usingB1 gradients. It is com
osed of two subsequences A and B, each of them comb
diffusion experiment and a rotating frame imaging exp
ent yielding apseudo-fid.To understand properly how th
ulse sequence leads to spatially localized diffusion co
ients, we are going to outline the evolution of the magne
ion during the sequence. LetX be the spatial direction of th
F gradient and let us consider an elementary slice at a
bscissaX corresponding to an equilibrium magnetizationm0.
or the first two steps of the phase cycle given in Fig. 2,
asy to demonstrate that just after the second gradient
applied for diffusion measurement purpose) the magnetiz
omponents are, for subsequence A,

mx 5 m0E2sin u sin c

my 5 m0E2sin u cosu9 cosc 1 m0~1 2 E1!sin u

6 m0E1cosu sin u9

mz 5 2m0E2sin u sin u9 cosc 1 m0~1 2 E1!cosu

6 m0E1cosu cosu9, [2]

mining spatially resolved diffusion coefficients with RF field gradients. T
of durationd and magnitudeg1 separated by a diffusion intervalD, produces
Subsequently, in the second part, thez magnetization is spatially labeled by ra

ach of durationt and acquiring a data point (black dot) between two consec
1D profile weighted by self-diffusion coefficient andT1 and spatially modulate
ter
es)
on.
s e
s a
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9MAPS OF SELF-DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS
nd for subsequence B,

mx 5 m0E2cosu sin c

my 5 2m0E2cosu sin u9 cosc 1 m0~1 2 E1!cosu

7 m0E1sin u cosu9

mz 5 2m0E2cosu cosu9 cosc 2 m0~1 2 E1!sin u

6 m0E1sin u sin u9, [3]

herec is the precession angle duringD; E1 5 exp(2D/T1)
ndE2 5 exp(2D/T*2) (T*2 the effective transverse relaxati

ime); u andu9 the nutation angles due to the first and sec
radient pulse, respectively. Considering the phase cyclin
cquisition (6x), the components of the magnetization wh
ctually contribute to the detected signal during the ima
equence are

mx 5 0

my 5 2m0E1cosu sin u9

mz 5 2m0E1cosu cosu9 [4]

FIG. 2. The basic sequence composed of the two subsequences A
F field gradients. The homogeneousp/2 pulses (black rectangles) inserted

o the sequence in Fig. 1 and to retain only the signal attenuation due
d
of

g

or subsequence A, and

mx 5 0

my 5 22m0E1sin u cosu9

mz 5 2m0E1sin u sin u9 [5]

or subsequence B.
Summing up the contributions of both subsequences

ividing by the number of steps we obtain

mx 5 0

my 5 2m0E1sin w

mz 5 m0E1cosw with w 5 u 2 u9. [6]

Although both gradient pulsesd are identical,w is not
ecessarily zero because of translational molecular mo
long theB1 gradient direction duringD. Thus, considering

ime average overD (denoted below by a bar), the contribut
f the considered elementary slice to thel th data point (l
ositive integer) acquired during the imaging gradient p

rain can be written

B and their associated phase cyclings for providing diffusion-weighted
the diffusion contrast period enable one to remove the spatial modulatio
iffusion. The various symbols have the same meaning as in Fig. 1.
and
in

to d
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10 VALTIER, HUMBERT, AND CANET
5
m0E1

2
@cosw sin~gg1Xlt! 1 sin w cos~gg1Xlt!#,

[7]

heret is the length of each pulse.
In the above equation, possible precession effects w

ould occur during the acquisition windows have been
lected. In the case of free diffusion process, a Gau
istribution describes adequately molecular displacem

eading to sinw 5 0 and cosw 5 exp(2g 2g1
2d 2DD). However

hese relations no longer hold if we are concerned with
tricted diffusion and, in such a situation, it becomes nece
o cancel the second term of Eq. [7]. This is easily achieve
nverting all the phase signs in the imaging sequence, henc
hird and fourth step of the phase cycle. Thus, regardless o
iffusion process, the intensity ofl th acquired point can b
xpressed as

S~D, d, k! 5 E
object

m0E1

2
cosw sin~2pkX!dX, [8]

ith k 5 (2p)21gg1lt.
Fourier transformation of the whole data set (pseudo-fid)

ields the diffusion-weighted profile along the gradient di
ion, the amplituder at abscissaX being directly related to th
ocal diffusion coefficientD(X) and longitudinal relaxatio
ime T1(X) by the relation

r~X! 5
m0

2
exp~2D/T1~X!!exp~2g 2g1

2d 2D~X!D!. [9]

t is important to note that, by contrast with Eq. [1], Eq. [9
evoid of any spatial modulation and that, for an unrestri
iffusion process,D corresponds to thetrue local self-diffusion
oefficient.
By rotating the sample and recording a profile for each

rientation, a diffusion-weighted image can be reconstru
hrough algorithms currently in use (31, 32). Subsequently, pixe
y-pixel analysis according to Eq. [10] from a series of diffus
eighted images, performed by successively stepping the gr
ulse durationd, yields a diffusion coefficient map. It is importa

o note that the method used to reconstruct diffusion-weig
mages precludes the study of diffusion anisotropy. This fe
ould only be examined by 1D imaging.

lternative Sequence with Acquisition of a Pseudo-echo

It can be realized that the experiment described in
revious section amounts to sampling the right part of
otary echo induced by the secondd gradient pulse. As see
ch
-

an
ts

-
ry
y
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he

-

d

w
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-
ent

d
re

e
e

while spatial information is contained in the pseudo-
evertheless, following the example of imaging experim
ith B0 gradients, it might be interesting to be able to sam

he whole echo. Indeed, it is well known that the full e
ampling confers some advantages (33). In particular, there i
o dispersion spectrum. Consequently, it is possible to dir
btain the image by taking the modulus of the real and im

nary parts of the resulting transforms before calculating
ltered back-projections. This avoids difficulties associa
ith phase correction. In addition, the full echo sampling
e very helpful when the position of the echo maximum s

rom one experiment to the other. This occurs when the twd
radient pulses are not strictly equivalent in terms of grad
mplitude either because of radiofrequency power amp

nstabilities (or deficiency) or because thed/D ratio is large
han the duty cycle (30). The simplest method to acquire t
ull echo is to replace the secondd gradient pulse by a puls
rain leading to the sequence depicted in Fig. 3, which invo
he acquisition of apseudo-echo(this terminology is used i
eference to thepseudo-fidin the rapid rotating frame ima
ng). For simplicity we shall assume for the moment thattr 5

(tr being duration of a prerefocusing pulse as defined be
nd thatd is sufficiently long to induce a complete defocus
f the magnetization. If we denotee9 the flip angle due to on
ulse in the pulse train then the total flip anglea9 for m pulses
an be written

a9 5 me9 with 2n $ m $ 1

r

a9 5 u9 1 le9 with n $ l $ 2n,

here the angleu9 has the same meaning as in Eqs. [4] and
onsequently, atmth data, following Eqs. [5] and [6] an

aking account the two phase cycle steps, the intensity ar
rom the considered elementary slice is

s~D, d, X, l !

5
m0E1

2
@cosw sin~gg1Xlt! 1 sin w cos~gg1Xlt!#.

[10]

his latter expression is similar to Eq. [7] except that now
ull echo is sampled. Thus, provided that restricted diffusio
egligible (sinw ' 0), this sequence allows one to reconst
iffusion coefficient maps too.
So far, diffusion during the acquisition windows of t

ulse train has not been considered although the w
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11MAPS OF SELF-DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS
uration to acquire then points may be nonnegligible wi
espect toD. Indeed, in practice the duration of one acq
ition window is between 30 and 50ms and the number o
oints of pseudo-echo is usually 256. In fact, this additio
iffusion does not affect the resulting diffusion map p
ided that the number of points used for sampling the e
emains constant throughout the whole experiment. In t
onditions, the diffusion during the acquisition windows
lways encoded in the same way since the pulse leng

he pulse train is constant. This implies, however, that
maging pulse train must always be located in the s

FIG. 3. An alternative to the sequence of Fig. 2, based exactly on t
onstitutes apseudo-echo.The gradient pulse of durationtr is a prerefocus
egardless of thed value:d 5 t r 1 (n/ 2)t wheren is the total number of
estricted diffusion.

FIG. 4. The more general sequence and its associated phase cycling
ulse of durationh which delays the echo formation, it combines the adv
etermining accurately the localized diffusion coefficients by means of
-

l
-
o
se

in
e
e

anner with respect to the echo position. This is achie
y inserting, before the pulse train, a prerefocusing grad
ulse of durationt r such thatd 5 t r 1 (n/ 2)t.
In the case of restricted diffusion it is necessary to cance

erm sin w which may be nonzero as diffusion in oppos
irections does not involve the same probability. Unfo
ately, the phase cycle used for this purpose in the b
equence cannot be directly applied here because it amou
ampling alternatively the positive and negativek values of the
cho. However, it turns out that it is possible to achiev
imilar result by delaying the echo formation by means o

same principle but where thewhole rotary echo is sampled. The acquired data
pulse which is required so that the echo is always sampled in the sa

nts of pseudo-echo. This sequence may lead to improper results in the

r providing diffusion-weighted images with RF field gradients. Thanks to
ages of the full echo sampling (as in the sequence of Fig. 3) and the po
basic phase cycling (sequence of Fig. 2).
he
ing
poi
fo
ant
the
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12 VALTIER, HUMBERT, AND CANET
dditional defocusing pulse. The whole sequence is sch
ized in Fig. 4. Except for the defocusing pulse, the ph
ycling is identical to the one given in Fig. 2. Thus this la
equence combines the advantages of the full echo sam
nd the possibility to determine properly the localized di
ion coefficients regardless of the diffusion process (fre
estricted).

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

aterials and Methods

All experiments reported below were obtained with a Bru
iospec BNT 100 operating at 100 MHz or with a homeb
pectrometer equipped with a 2.1-T electromagnet (pr
esonance frequency, 90 MHz). For both spectrometers th
robe includes a flat concentric two-turn coil generating thB1

radient and a Helmholtz coil for collecting the NMR sig
nd producing homogeneous pulses (34). The gradient streng

FIG. 5. The self-diffusion coefficient maps of two capillaries of 1.3-mm i
espectively, 0.05 s (a, c) and 0.8 s (b, d). Gradient strengthg1: 50 G cm21, angle i
hickness: 2 mm, spatial resolution: 11mm. These maps result from a series o
510, 350, 450, 600, 750ms; (b)d 5 10, 75, 100, 140, 175ms; (c)d 5 10, 45
a-
e
r
ing
-
or

r
t
n
F

l

as 50 G cm21, the RF field amplitude varying from 17 to
across samples with diameters of 3 mm. The 90° hom

eous pulse length was about 2.75ms. The sample temperatu
as regulated at 25°C.
Diffusion-weighted images were obtained using the foll

ng parameters: field of view5 1.53 1.5 mm using 2003 200
ixels, angle increment (for going to a new orientation)5 6 or
.6°, 64 scans for each orientation, train pulse duration5 2.5
s, acquisition window length5 50 ms, number of data poin

or defining an echo5 128 or 256. Each diffusion map w
hen calculated using a pixel-by-pixel two-parameters le
quares exponential fit applied to a series of two to six d
ion-weighted images.
In order to test the efficiency of the above-proposed

uences and to illustrate the wide range of applications,
ystems, quite different in nature, have been investigated
hantoms consisting of capillaries with diameters of 1.
.275 mm and filled with water or octanol; (2) rubber pie

ed, respectively, with water (a, b) and with octanol (c, d). The diffusion timesD were,
ement used in the 2D imaging process: 6°, 64 scans for each angle increme
e diffusion-weighted images obtained by using the sequence shown in Fig.
750, 1400, 1750ms; (d)d 5 10, 100, 250, 400, 500ms.
d fill
ncr
f fiv
0,
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13MAPS OF SELF-DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS
ith different cross-linked densities swelled by toluene; (
illipore membrane immersed in water; and (4) a sectio
eranium petiole.

FIG. 6. Comparison of experimental average profile (open circles
racted from the water diffusion coefficient map shown in Fig. 5b with
heoretical profile (line) obtained from Eq. [11].

TABLE 1
Water Experimental and Theoretical Self-Diffusion Coeffi-

ients, D (in 105 cm2 s21), Resulting from a Spatial Average over
nly the Sample Core or over the Whole Sample

Diffusion
time D
(ms) Experiment

D
(averaged
over the
sample
core)

D
(averaged
over the
whole

sample)

D theoretica
(averaged
over the
whole

sample)

1.3 mm id capillary

50 (a) 2.34 2.28 2.27
(b) 2.33 2.26
(b)a 2.35 2.28

300 (a) 2.36 2.26 2.23
(b) 2.34 2.22

800 (a) 2.33 2.15 2.18

0.270 mm id capillary

10 (b) 2.32 2.23 2.24
50 (a) 2.39 2.15 2.16

(b) 2.36 2.17
300 (a) 2.29 1.81 1.95

Note.The average is deduced from localized diffusion coefficients extr
rom diffusion maps obtained by using (a) the sequence in Fig. 2 (with pseu
cquisition) or (b) the sequence in Fig. 4 (with pseudo-echo acquisition)

heoretical values were calculated from Eq. [11] and by taking 2.3 1025 cm2 s21 as
ater diffusion coefficient at 25°C. Experimental uncertainty5 5%.

a Acquisition window of 100ms duration instead of 50ms used for all othe
xperiments.
a
f

iffusion Map of Water and Octanol Capillaries

Figure 5 shows the self-diffusion coefficient maps obtai
espectively, for water and octanol capillaries at two diffe
iffusion timesD by using the sequence of Fig. 2. We note

he self-diffusion coefficients calculated through the sam
re in excellent agreement with the expected values at
Dwater 5 2.3 1025 cm2/s andD octanol 5 1.4 1026 cm2/s) excep
n the water capillary periphery where the diffusion coeffic
alue drops continuously as the distance from the wall
reases, this effect being more pronounced as the diffu
ime D increases. On the other hand, the octanol capillary
ot exhibit such a so-marked behavior. These well-chara

zed features suggest that these anomalies should be mer
onsequence of restricted diffusion occurring close to the
llary wall. Two additional results confirm this interpretatio
irst, the toluene self-diffusion coefficient maps (D toluene 5
.27 1025 cm2 s21 at 25°C) obtained in the same conditions

hose described previously are quite similar to those of w
onsequently, this result excludes any influence of the di

ric constante (ewater 5 78.5,e toluene 5 2.4). Second, and this
key point, spatial variations of the measured apparent

iffusion coefficient can be described in a satisfactory wa
sing a relatively simple one-dimensional model which
dapted to the situation of molecules diffusing close
eflective wall perpendicular to the gradient direction. T
odel, described in detail elsewhere, assumes that onl

-

FIG. 7. The self-diffusion coefficient map obtained at 25°C with
equence in Fig. 2 for toluene swelling two polysulfidic cross-linked na
ubber samples placed side by side. The molecular masses (Mc) of inte
ink chains are, respectively, 11,000 and 3100. The map results from a
f eight diffusion-weighted images obtained by incrementingd from 200 up to
000ms. Slice thickness 2 mm;g1 5 50 G cm21; D 5 100 ms.

d
fid
he
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14 VALTIER, HUMBERT, AND CANET
eflection can occur during the diffusion intervalD. Consider
ng the short diffusion intervals used here as well as the si
he investigated objects, this latter assumption should n
nreasonable since the probability of two or more reflect
ecomes significant only over an extremely short distance

he wall, presumably inferior to the imaging resolution of
m. Thus, according to this model, the diffusion coeffic

ocalized at the abscissaX is given by

Dapp~X! 5 D 1
X2

D F1 2 erfS X

2ÎDDDG
2 2X Î D

pD
expS2

X2

4DDD , [11]

here erf is the error function whose value can be foun
ables of the normal probability function. This expressio
dentical to the one derived by Songet al. (35). As shown in
ig. 6, the experimental localized self-diffusion coefficie
atch the theoretical values derived from Eq. [11]. The s
ifferences may originate from the lack of perfect orthogo

FIG. 8. The self-diffusion coefficient map obtained using the seque
illipore HVLP membrane of 120-mm thickness and with a pore size of 0
older of 1.3-mm inner diameter. The map results from a series of four
cm21; D 5 50 ms.
of
be
s
m

t

n
s

t
l-

ty of the capillary with respect to the gradient direction, fr
he slice thickness, or from relaxation phenomena at the
ocation (36). This good agreement between experimental
heoretical values is also confirmed in Table 1 in which
eported, for various experimental conditions, the self-d
ion coefficients resulting from an average over the w
ample or only over the sample core. Moreover, we note
he two sampling methods detailed in the theoretical
pseudo-fid or pseudo-echo acquisition) yield the same re

It is somewhat surprising that, in spite of the abundant N
iterature about diffusion processes which has appeared
he seminal paper of Stejskal and Tanner in 1968 (37), such
aps, to our knowledge, have not been reported. They
owever, essential in the sense that they lead to the visu

ion, in a simple way, of restricted diffusion effects. To d
nly edge enhancements originating from the partially
tricted diffusion at the sample boundaries have been obs
n magnetic resonance imaging (38, 39). Recently, Songet al.
35) have characterized the effects of diffusion on MRI o
ne-dimensional sample involving polarized xenon gas (D xenon

0.0565 cm2 s21 at 1 atm); however, no diffusion coefficie

in Fig. 4 for water (with a small amount of copper sulfate) outside an
. The membrane of 2-mm height was perfectly fitted into a Teflon cylind
sion weighted images with, respectively,d 5 290, 500, 650, and 750ms. g1 5 50
nce
.45mm
diffu
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15MAPS OF SELF-DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS
ow to obtain such maps originate probably from the use oB0

radients which are known to be very sensitive to backgro
radients (especially those appearing at the glass wall
ontrast, theB1 gradient immunity to the magnetic susce
ility variations makes the present method particularly
uited to studying subtle diffusion differences occurring
nterfaces.

pplications

Having demonstrated the feasibility and the reliability of
roposed method, we end up with three examples which

rate its potentiality. The first two, in Figs. 7 and 8, conc
aterial science. Figure 7 shows the self-diffusion coeffic
ap of toluene swelling two polysulfidic cross-linked natu

ubber samples placed side by side. Each sample wa
ersed in toluene at 25°C until achievement of the f

wollen state. Subsequently, the two samples were seale
-mm-diameter NMR tube in the presence of a toluene
ibed cotton in order to maintain constant the solvent con

ration distribution while the images were acquired. We n
hat the map exhibits two diffusion coefficient values of
nd 1.0 1025 cm2 s21 corresponding precisely to the two rub
amples. These two values, related to different mole
asses of intercross-link chains (11,000 and 3100, respe

y), reflect the difference of cross-linked density in the
amples probed by the solvent diffusion coefficient valu
roperty well known from previous studies (40, 41). The mos

nteresting feature of this map is the achieved relatively
patial resolution (ca. 10mm) which is especially well illus
rated by the sharp border between the two rubber piece

The second example is related to the behavior of fl
ithin porous materials such as membranes. Figure 8 s

he self-diffusion map of water outside and inside a Millip
VLP membrane of 120-mm thickness and with a pore size
.45 mm. The membrane was perfectly fitted into a Te
ylindrical holder of 1.3-mm inner diameter. As expected,
indrance encountered by the water molecules inside the
rane leads to diffusion coefficient values which are sig
antly smaller inside the membrane than outside (about 1.
.3 1025 cm2 s21, respectively). In addition, the diffusio
oefficient values drop slowly not only in the vicinity of t
older wall, as in Fig. 5, but also in the vicinity of t
embrane, approximately in a layer of 30-mm thickness o
ither side of the membrane. It is also interesting to note

n Fig. 8, the two restriction effects, due to the membrane
o the holder wall, respectively, add up at the ends of
embrane and reinforce the lowering of the localized diffu

oefficients, hence the widening of the isodensity surface
Finally, the third example concerns plant imaging. Figu

hows the self-diffusion coefficient map obtained for a g
ium petiole section of 1-mm thickness. Four zones cle
how up: the parenchyma in the middle of the stem (D app ' 2.1
d
y

ll
t

s-

t
l
m-

n a
-
n-
e

ar
e-

a

h

s
ws

e
m-
-
nd

t,
d
e
n

9
-

ly

025 cm2 s21), the cortex on the periphery (D app ' 1.4 1025

m2 s21), the fibrous sheath separating the cortex and
arenchyma (D app ' 1.2 1025 cm2 s21), and the vascula
undles (D app ' 0.8 1025 cm2 s21). It is known (4, 42) that the
ariation of the diffusion coefficient according to the biolog
issue reflects not only the difference of nature between
iffusing molecules (bound or unbounded water, macrom
ule) but also the molecule confinement rate which is dire
elated to the cell size. It is this latter feature which is part
he origin of the large contrast observed in Fig. 9 between
arenchyma and the cortex. Indeed, the motion of a w
olecule of which the root mean square displacement is a
0mm during a diffusion time of 20 ms is more hindered in
ortex cells (typically of 10 to 50mm diameter) and in th
brous sheath cells (10 to 15mm diameter) than in the muc
arger parenchyma cells (40 to 100mm diameter). Conse
uently the apparent diffusion coefficient is lower in the co
nd the fibrous sheath than in the parenchyma. Moreove
ecrease of these observed diffusion coefficients asD increase

s quite characteristic of the restricted diffusion.

CONCLUSION

We have shown here that radiofrequency field grad
MR microscopy is able to produce self-diffusion coeffici
aps of high quality. The present method represents more
simple alternative to the conventional methods withB0

FIG. 9. The self-diffusion coefficient map obtained using the sequen
ig. 4 for a geranium petiole section of 1-mm thickness. The map results

wo diffusion-weighted images with, respectively,d 5 340 and 1400ms. Angle
ncrement used in the 2D imaging procedure: 3.6° (see text);g1 5 50 G cm21;

5 20 ms.



gradients. Indeed, its quasi-immunity to background gradients
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16 VALTIER, HUMBERT, AND CANET
nd the possibility of measuring spatially thetrue diffusion
oefficient make this technique particularly well suited to
usion studies at interfaces and in heterogeneous system
s porous media or biological tissues. In particular, it ena
s to visualize clearly and accurately, as far as diffu
oefficients are concerned, restricted diffusion in the vicinit
eflective walls. These results agree perfectly with an ap
riate theoretical model. Moreover the successful applica

o systems of various interest such as plants, membrane
lastomers demonstrates its reliability and its potentiality
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